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INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this paper is to give some idea, from a flight test
engineer's viewpoint, of the instrumentataon requirements for stsbility
ani
control fllgbt testing and to consider somepossible developments in the
future.
The emphasis is put on the instrumentation systems currently used
rather than details of flight test techniques and methods of analysis. This
approach is adopted since, although the author does not claim to be an instrumentation specialist, through our experience we can claim to know requirements
and someof the limitations of present systems.
Our flight test experience relates to lAork in Aero slight Division of the
Royal Aircraft Establishment, Bedford. The environment is a research one and
differs somewhatfrom that experienced in development flight testing.
kcst of
our research aircraft
are small and this severely limits the amount of test
instrumentation that can be carried. There is an understandable reluctance on
our part to use new and sophisticated, instrumentation systems in our research
aircraft until these systems have been thoroughly
proved in fli&;
to act
otherwise can very easily lead to the problem of developing and proving the new
instrumentation rather than getting aerodynamic information on the researchair
craft. For these reasons nc doubt someof the instrumentation specialists will
consider that our systems are somewhatout-dated. As flight test engineers we
can reply that we want a flight demonstration of the very high accuracies and
reliabilities
claimed for new instrumentation;
in our experience such claims
are, all too often, not substantiated when these systems are used in flight.
The scope of our work in the stability and control field is quite wide
and includes investigations into: measurementof stability derivatives;
atmospheric turbulence studies; aircraft vortex wake investigations;
V/STOL
aircrsft ; evaluation of new operational aids and techniques such as take-off
directors snd steep approaches of aircraft;
flight testing of free-flying
models. The essential point about all these tests is that ineasurements
are
made under dynamic flight conditions. Thus it is necessary to have a thorough
knowledge of the dynamic response of the instrumentation system both to ensure
that the instrumentation is satisfactory and to allow a proper analysis of the
flight

results.

For most of our quantitative tests we have used photographrc trace
recorders
and manual or semi-automatic
readout.
However, telemetry has been
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used on our VTOL aircraft
to provide a monitoring
system. This can be used
for investigations
in the event of an accident, to aesist in the training
of
a new pilot and for any special tests where it %a useful to have an immediate
display on the ground of the aircraft
response.
The accuracy demand for this
type of work is not high - about 93 - and this has been met fairly
easily with
the use of relatively
simple equipment.
#hen considering
of the quantities
will
supplies, transducers,
2

the instrumentation
requirements,
the type and accuracy
be considered first,
followed by discussions on voltage
recording systems and readout systems.

QUANTITIES TO BE: MJUSUREDAND REJUIRFXI ACJJRACIES

The quantities
required in stability
and control flight
testing can be
divided into two bmad classes.
The first
class, which I shall call 'direct',
enter into the analysis of the results in a fairly
simple and direct manner,
and the accuracy of measurement is directly
related to the accuracy of the
final ansner. An example OF this type of quantity IS the aircraft
speed which
IS required when calculating
the dynamic pressure to non-dimensionalise
a
stability
derivative.
Eurther examples of this type of quantity are aircraft
height, outside air temperature,
engine thrust, fuel state,
etc.
Measurements
of this sort are common to other fields of work, such as performance testing,
and the accuracy demanded by the stability
and control specialist
is no
hi&er,
in general, than that demanded by other users,
and hence does not pose
a particular
requirement in these cases. This is not to say that all the
'direct'
quantities
are measured with sufficient
accuracy to satisfy the needs
of all specialists:
for example, one particular
quantity in this class,
outside air temperature, is required to a high accuracy
for atmoaphenc
turbulence studies;
an accuracy
of O.lOC up to a frequency of 3 cpa 13
required and present transducera are incapable of this performance.
Another
quantity in this class is the airspeed of VIOL aircraft
during the hover and
transition
phase. An accuracy
required and current arcraft

of +I knot in the range 0 to 4.0 knots IS
transduoers do not perform this well.

The second class of quantities,
here called 'indirect',
specific
to the stability
and control specialist
and usually
are more demanding than those OF other users.
.juantitles
In
aircraft
accelerations
along the three axes, aircraft
rates
the three axes, angular position in space of the aircrsft's

are much mole
his requirements
this class are:
of rotation about
axes, angles of
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incidence and sideslip
and control surface positions.
In some oases angular
accelerations
also are required.
3or most of the ‘indirect’
quantities
an
accuracyQ
of about 1% of the Pull range of measurements and about 1’ in phase
angle is required up to a frequency of 3 ops; for turbulence studies the frequency range of interest
is up to 10 cps. To enable stability
derivatives
to
be extracted by more sophisticated
methods of analysis it is necessary to
measure most of the quantities
to about O.@ accuracy up to 10 cps. It is
apparent that these demands for accuracy particularly
the latter,
are severe.
It might be wondered why such a high accuracy IS demanded. The reason is that
the analysis of the indirect
quantities usually
involves a fairly
complex
series of operations during which the small errors in several individual
measurements have a cumulative effect on the end result;
for example, a
stability
derivative
may only be deduced to about 1% even when the aocuracy
of
the basic measurements is about one order better than this.
pig.1 shows an
example of some stability
derivative
measurements made on the Pairey Delta 2
aircraft
using
a fairly
high quality of instrumentation;
the accuracy of the
measurements is only about 2i@.
‘h’hilst some of thus inaccuracy is due to
limitations
of the test technique, improved instrument accuracy muld be
beneficial.
In fact nv is a relatively
easy derivative
to measure.
An example
of a fairly
important derivative
that is more difficult
to measure IS the damping u yaw, nr. Fig.2 shows a vector plot of the yawing moments in a typical
Dutch roll oscillation.
An error of only lo in the phase angle between sideslip and acceleration
in yaw would cause an error of about 1%; in nr. This
phase angle is normally determined from measurements of lateral
acceleration
at
Nominally it IS not possible to site an
the aircraft
centre of gravity.
accelerometer

at the centre of gravity

of the aircraft,

in which case kinematic

corrections
must be made for the rolling
and yawing motion of the aircrat’t.
of 60’ in
These corrections
can be quite large, Fig.3 showing a correction
phase when the accelerometer is displaced 2.1 ft forward and I.7 below the amThe psitlon
of the accelerometer can be determined
craft centre of gravity.
with

accuracy, but the correction also involves values of rates of ~~11 and
yaw. To determine the phase angle correction to lo requires that the phase and

amplitudes

of the roll

and 1% respectively.

and yaw rates are known to at least
Thus quite

small errors

an accuracy

of lo

in the msasUrS!SentS of lateral

*The accuracies quoted here relate to the system as a whole, i.e. the
combination of transducer,
recording element, and readout system.
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acceleration,
deducing nr.

rate of roll

and yaw could lead to si&fioant

errors in

Typical ranges of the quantities essential to stability
and control work
are shown in Table 1. Although in general this variety of ranges is needed to
aoconmlodatethe Spectrum
of modern aircrsft,
it is not unusual to find that
more than one range may be needed to accommodatedifferent tests in a given
aircraft and, from the flight test engineer's viewpoint, it is highly desirable
that changes of sensitivity should be practicable without the need to change
instruments snd recalibrate.
3

VOLTAGE
SUPPLIESANDTRANSDUCERS

Stabilised voltage supplies, both dc and ac, are required for some
instrumentation purposes. For example if the output
from a transducer
is
recorded on a gslvanometer the signal will be sensitive to supply voltage. It
is possible to monitor voltage variations, but it is preferable that the supply
be stabilised.
AC supplies are normally used to drive rate gyroscopes and
thus it is important that the frequency should be stabilised as well as the
voltage; the supply must also be free from noise. The voltage and frequency
should remain within 0.s of reference values
although for scme special tests
0.2% is required. Experzence shows that this performance is often not
attained.
The calibration of the transducers should be linear as this can simplify
considerably the analysis of the data, particularly if computers are being
used. For scme tests of a qualitative nature strict linearity is not required,
but in these cases non-linearities
should not exceed @ as the resulting
distortions to the traces makes it very difficult
to interpret the rwords
visually.
Experience has shownthat it is highly desirable that the transducer
dynsmics can be described by a simple second order differential
equation of
the form:
mji+k%+cx

= Forcing function

The coefficients of this equation are constants and the three terms repreSmt
inertial,
damping and stiffness terms respectively.
The solution of this
equation shows that the system has a unique natural frequency and damping

(1)
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ratio.

If the forcing function has a sinusoidal
reapon~e,
x, Kill be of the form
x

fans b sin wt then the

= A b sin (wt + #)

Thus the input 13 modified by an amplitude ratio A and displaced in phase by #.
For a given second-order system, A and $5 depend only on the frequency, 0, of
the Input.
The damping ratio of a trensducer should be close to 0.7 of critical
since the amplitude ratlo then remains very close to unity for znput frequencies below about 4@ of the transducer's
natural frequency m . Thus a complex waveform, consisting
of the aunmat~on of many frequencies (bnelow 0.4 a~,,),
can be recorded wlthcut srgnificant
distortion.
The advantages of a hlghtransducer natural frequency in certrun applications
will be obvious.
Also It is
desirable that the phase lag and amplitude ratio variatiouswithfrequency
for
all the transducers should be similar as this then avoids the need to apply
instrument dynamic corrections.
Th13 condition will only be satisfied
if all
the transducers have aimlar
natural frequencies and damsing ratios.
In practice transducers do not behave aa the perfect model deacnbed by
equation (1).
A common cause is that the damping may not be strictly
proportional to velocity;
this occura,
for example, if the dsmomg 13 provided by
v~scou3 effects in an air or oil dashpot.
In this case the damping will vary
with environmental changes of temperature or pressure.
Another cause of
departures from the perfect model of equation (1) is the presence of friction
or backlash m the transducer;
such effects are introduced if a potentiometer
is used to measure, say, the displacement of a ma53 in an accelerometer or of
linkages are present in the transducers.
(A potentiometer
also gives a poor
resolution
adversely affectmg
the accuracy.)
When non-linear
effects of these types are present tne ample solution
(2) to a sinusoidal
input no longer applies.
In fact calibrations
ccnfmn
that the amplitude ratio
A and phase angle # vary with the amplitude of the
input, and consequently the output of the transducer may be seriously
distorted.
Such effects make it impossible to analyse dynamic flight
records
satisfactorily.
For these reaaona at is essential
transducers
mstmments

that dynamic calibrations
of all
These calibrations
~111 reveal if the
ere made in the laboratory.
are satisfactory
for use in dynami c flzght teats and supply the
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data for transducer
response
corrections.
Satisfactory
laboratory
calibrations
are in themselves not easy to perform , as there is a requirement in stability
and control work to know the phase lags of transducers to at least lo .snd this
is probably beyond the resolution
of most methods of calibration
currently
used.
Experience

with most transducers in current use has shown that, at best,
their accuracy
is about 1% of the full range. This is not sufficient
to meet
the required overall accuracy of 1% mentioned in section 2 when it is
remembered that this figure must xnolude recording
addition;
it is quite inadequate for the acourscy
section 2 for some special tests.

and readout accuracies
of 0.2%mentzoned in

in

One variety of transducer that is currently available
is based on the
force-balance
principle
and offers a high potential
accuracy (0.1% or better).
However there are some serious disadvantages in using force-balance
instruments
in the vibratory
environments present in many aircraft.
Such transducers have
high natural frequencies and respond readily to local vibrations
of the aircraft's
structure as well as to the aircraft's
overall motion, thus the signal
of interest
to the flight
dynsmicist may be swamped by structural
noise.
Electrxal
filters
can be used to reduce this noise, but often their use
introduces ether, more subtle, diffxculties.
Cases have been observed where
the response of the transducer to vibrations
arae sufficient
to saturate It;
xn this case a filter
would be completely useless.
The sensitivity
of instruments to vzbration is of particular
importance in VTOL aircraft
where the
vibration
levels are usually rather high.
which may be sensed by null seeking vanes or a
Incidence and sideslip,
difficult
to measure to
suitably calibrated
pressure probe , are particularly
the accuracies
required.
The problem here is essentxally
that of determining
the corrections
to be applied to the sensor readings which, of course, are
subJect to distortions
associated Fmth the flow field around the aircraft
on
which the sensor is mounted.
4

RECORDINGAND RRADOUTSYSTE?JS

The systems with which we are most familiar
have employed trace recorders
xiw
galvanometers or ratiometers
as the rscording elements.
These recorders
simple, reliable,
and pmhave the advantage that they are mbust , relatively
this last feature is invaluable
to the
vide records in an analogue form;
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flight test engineer for "quick look" editing prior to more detailed analysis.
Any unsatisfactory records can be rejected immediately and so prevent the
waste of analytical effort that sometimes occurs with more sophisticated
recording systens that lack a "quick look" facility.
The disadvantages of
trace recorders
ere the limited number of channels per unit volume, limited
accuracy and relatively cumbersome readout.
The accuracy loss on recording
is assessed as 1%with a further I$ loss on readout using either manual or
semi-automatic methods. Assuming 8 figure of 1%accuracy for a typical transducer,
teking the ms of all the sources of error gives an overall accuracy of
about 1.7% using this system. Frequently the errors quoted for the constituent
parts are larger than I$, and thus an overall accuracy of only 2 - 3% may be
achieved in practice.
5

ASSFSSMTOF THEPRESEXT
FOSITIONANDFUTUUTiUNDS

It is apparent that the use of photographic trace recording systems, with
overall accuracies probably of the order of 2 - 3% are not satisfactory for
stability and co&ml work. The present trend in the analysis of stability
and control flight tests is to use more sophisticated methods of analysis in
an attempt to extract more data. However, experience with these methods show
that they cannot produce better results than the s&e simple methods unless
the accuracy oP the data acquisition system is improved. The issnediate aim
should be to impmve the overall accuracy to 1%with a longer term aim of
achieving 0.2%. How are these better accuracies to be achieved? It is almost
certain that the accuracy
of recording and readout of photographic trace
recorders csnnot be improved significantly,
and since these represent a significant pmpcrtion of the overall inaccuracies, somebetter form of recording
must be used. The use of magnetic tape systems looks very attractive,
particularly as they have the potential of being able to record a large amount of
data per unit volume, and the signal is recorded in an electrical form making
it very suitable for automatic comI&ing processes. Very high eccuracies
have
been claimed for someof the more sophisticated digital/magnetic tape systems.
Possibly we have not been very lucky, but we have yet to see these accuracies
demonstrated with an actual installation
in flight.
No doubt the accuracies
claimed will be achieved, but it seemsthat more development work is required
in this field.
Magnetic tape recording systems should always be able to
produce an analogue record, of limited accuracy, for "quick look" purposes.
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The use of telemetry as a data acquisition
system should be reconsidered.
The accuracy
claimed for modern telemetry
systams is vary high and if realised
in practice,
telemetry could be used in conjunction
with a ground-based
magnetic tape recorder.
The accuracy of transducers
achieve the stated requiramsnts

will also have to be improved If ve are to
of accuracy.

The flight
test engineer LS in somawhat of a dilemma. He wants to use
the more advanced data acquisition
systems being offered by the instrumentation
engineer, but hesitates because past experience suggests
that he will become
involved 1x1developing the instrumentation
system at the expense of the
aircraft.
The crux of the problem seems to be that the new data acqusltzon
systems are being developed in the laboratory but insufficient
effort is being
made to prove these systems In real flight
envxonments.
The example already
quoted of the difficulties
of using a force-balance
accelerometer MI an
alroraft
1x1 the presence of vibrations
illustrates
one facet of the problem.
<Clearly more effort should be devoted to the flight
pmvlng of complete
~nstrumentatlon
systems.

Table I
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